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Area Agency on Aging of Pasco-Pinellas, Inc.
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4,446,443
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Total Expenses
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In-Kind

Excess/Loss

II

Salaries - There were two new positions budgeted that were not filled. One vacancy in I&R will not
a.) be filled until we know more about our OAA Allocation based on the Federally proposed cuts to
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) Rent- Rental for annual meeting was budgeted under miscellaneous but included in th is expense
c. line.
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g.) Supplies/Equipment- The purchase of equipment will occur sporadically throughout the year.
Thiscategory TnciuCiesTconsultaniS:contractu iii, oifice- - - -- - - - .i,fisciiianeoils
h.) supplies,equipment lease,postage, va payment, volunteer expense and backgroung screening.
These expenses will vary monthly.
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Explanations for Variances
%YTD

713112017
Explanations
Local Service Program dollars are drawn down prior to OAA dollars. Federal dollars are dollars of last resort. We anticipate carryforward due to

Older Americans Act-LAN

13.44%

This is a unit rate program . Revenue is drawn down as units are earned .

6.46%

This is a cost reimbursed program . Some months will be hi

CCE Intake

is is a unit rate program. We can only draw down revenue when units are earned . At this time the IliE program is in a deficit. Staff are
rking to correct this problelm.
11

This program requires a quarterly report for which we are paid it not a cost reimbursed program .

Elder Abuse Prevention Title VII

in place until January. Due to the hire lag we were able to offset provider
Dl by utilizing AAAPP Intake dollars.

Alzheimer's Disease Initiative Intake

Some months will be over and some under.
nits of service. Some months will be over and some under.
This year DOEA implemented a new requirement in the OAA contract that the AAAPP expenditures had to match the advance request which
was for Admin , I&R and Intake. LSP dollars in all prior years was drawn down prior to OAA. Due to the new requirement OAA dollars will be
drawn down until advances are met.
I

This is cost reimbursed. Some months will be high and some low.
grant was awarded in December and therefore not a part of the agency budget.
dollars are earned as administration based on the tier of each VA client.

I Interest

I Miscellaneous

l1

58.33%

l1 58.33%

Interest was not budgeted , this is earned on the Gladys Schrag , and other AAAPP funds not associated with grants.
Miscellaneous revenue was not budgeted .

• Donations

58.33%

This includes the Gladvs Schrag donation. This revenue is utilized to offset program losses that occur.

Annual Event

58.33%

This was not budgeted.

• Explanation of Excess Revenue: Gladys Schrag/SHINENA!Senior Citizen Services

